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Abstract

We present here the calculation on η production near threshold in the fusion
of proton and 6Li producing 7Be. Considering 7Be as a (3He + 4He) cluster,
we aim to study η − 7Be final state interaction(FSI) by solving few body
equations for η − 3He − 4He system. The input η − 3He and η − 4He
t−matrices are themselves obtained by solving few body equations, where
the scattering in presence of the nuclear medium is taken into account.

1 Introduction

The η −N interaction dominated by S11 (1535) resonance, is strong and at-
tractive in nature [1]. This has motivated search for bound and quasi-bound
η-mesic nuclei in η producing reactions near threshold. The p 6Li → η 7Be
is one such reaction, for which in 1993, the Turin group performed measure-
ments at the incident beam energy, Tp, of 683 MeV [2] and a theoretical
study of the same [3] concluded that the experimental findings did not indi-
cate formation of η − 7Be quasi-bound states. However, the interest in this
reaction has been regenerated by recent study of this reaction at COSY at
Tp = 673 MeV [4], whose analysis is in process. We study the p 6Li → η 7Be
reaction with main focus on the the η − 7Be final state interaction.

2 The Formalism

Considering the 6Li and the 7Be nuclei as 4He− d and 4He− 3He clusters,
the production mechanism is assumed to proceed through a collision of the
beam proton with the deuteron in 6Li-nucleus to produce η and 3He as in [3]
(see Fig.1). The T-matrix including the η− 7Be interaction can be expressed
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Figure 1: The reaction mechanism for p 6Li → η 7Be reaction.

as,

T = 〈kη , m7 |Tp 6Li→ η 7Be |kp ; mp , m6 〉 (1)

+
∑
m′

7

∫
dq

(2π)3

〈kη ; m7 |Tη 7Be |q ; m′
7 〉

E(kη) − E(q) + iε
〈q ; m′

7 |Tp 6Li→ η 7Be |kp ; mp , m6 〉.

where the spin projections for the proton, 6Li and 7Be have been labeled as
mp , m6 and m7 respectively. The production matrix is written as,

〈q |Tp 6Li→ η 7Be |kp 〉 = i(L+1)
√

4π
∑
M μ

Y ∗
L M(Q̂) FL(Q) 〈 1

2
, L; μ,ML | J,m7 〉

× 〈 1

2
, μ |Tp d→ 3He η | 1

2
,mp ; 1, m6 〉 (2)

where, μ is the spin projection of the 3He, FL(Q) =
∫ ∞

0
r2dr (ψ∗L

α 3He(r) jL(Qr)×
ψ0

α d(r)) is the transition form factor for 6Li → 7Be, with Q = 4
7
q − 2

3
kp.

Here, ψ0
α d(r) and ψ∗L

α 3He(r) are the radial wave functions for 6Li and 7Be
respectively. The elementary production T-matrix, 〈|Tpd→3Heη|〉 is written
following our earlier work [5] in two-step model. To begin with, we do the
calculations by neglecting the effect of Fermi motion on 〈 |Tp d→ η 3He | 〉.

The η −7 Be interaction is incorporated through a half-off-shell η −7 Be
T-matrix,

Tη 7Be(k
′ , k , z) =

∫
dx1 |ψα 3He(x1) |2 {T3(k

′ , k , a1x1 z) + Tα(k′ , k , a2x1 z)}

where, T3(k
′ , k , a1 x1 z) and Tα(k′ , k , a2 x1 z) represent η− 3He and η− 4He

scattering matrices, respectively. They are written as,

T3(k
′, k, a1x1, z) = t3(k

′, k, a1x1, z) +
1

2π2

∫ ∞

0

q2 dq
t3(k

′, q, a1x1, z)

(z − q2

2μ
)

× Tα(q, k, a2x1, z), (3)
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Tα(k′, k, a2x1, z) = tα(k′, k, a2x1, z) +
1

2π2

∫ ∞

0

q2 dq
tα(k′, q, a2x1, z)

(z − q2

2μ
)

× T3(q, k, a1x1, z) (4)

where, x1 is the internal Jacobi co-ordinate such that the position vector,
ri = ai x1, of the nuclei (3He/4He) in the 3He − 4He − η center of mass
system and z = E−|εo|+ i0 with |εo| being the energy required for the break
up of 7Be into 3He and 4He.

The t3(k
′, k, a1x1, z) and tα(k′, k, a2x1, z)-matrices have been calculated

as in [6].
We have used two prescriptions for ψ0

4He d and ψ∗L
4He 3He cluster wave func-

tions; (1) generated using Wood-Saxon potential [3, 7, 8] and (2) Green’s
function Monte Carlo (GFMC) Variational wave function generated using
Urbana potential [9].

3 Results and Discussion

In Fig.2, we show the total cross section as a function of Q, calculated in the
plane wave approximation, and those including the FSI calculated by using
an η N t-matrix corresponding to aη N = 0.88 + i0.41 fm. The results here
are shown for two different wave functions used for the 6Li and 7Be nuclei as
discussed above. The effect of inclusion of the final state interaction seems
to change the shape of the total cross section curve as a function of excess
energy drastically.
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Figure 2: Total cross section as a function of Q for aη N = 0.88 + i0.41 fm.
The results are shown for two different prescriptions of cluster wave functions.

The results seems to be sensitive to the choice of the wave functions for
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6Li and 7Be nuclei. In order to understand the origin of this difference,
we show the sensitivity of the form factor, FL(Q), to different cluster wave
functions in Fig.3.
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Figure 3: Sensitivity of the form factor to different cluster wave functions.

The angular distributions have also been calculated which are isotropic in
nature even at the largest energy at which the calculation were carried out.
At Tp =683 MeV, the differential cross section is ∼ 0.23 nb/sr in comparison
with the experimental one [2], i.e., 4.6 ± 3.8 nb/sr.
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